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Agenda

• Introduction of people in the room so discussion focused on most relevant aspects
• Sharing best practices that work for me
• Q&A, comments, suggestions, and/or best practices shared by others
Introduction of people in the room so discussion focused on most relevant aspects
Sharing best practices that work for me

- Correl(V, TIES) = 100%

where V =
Max \sum value add
s.t.
1. Min uncertainty
2. Full understanding of importance/relevance/usefulness for student career
Sharing best practices that work for me (Contd.)

• Importance of class

• Real life companies

• Class content can be used for multiple tasks
Sharing best practices that work for me (Contd.)

- Quizzes
- Long vs. short cases
- Condensing a lot of content + practicing it in and out of class
- A lot of theory…
Sharing best practices that work for me (Contd.)

- Break sequence of too much theory or too much practice
- Hot, current topics
- Insightful highlights from research
Q&A, comments, suggestions, and/or best practices shared by others
Thank You!